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INTRODUCTION:

I.

No question, we are at a time of unprecedented change. In all aspects of
society, but in education it will become particularly dramatic.
Specifically, the changes most affecting education both as threat and
opportunity are:

C

II.

III.

(..,

A)

Unprecedented demographic shifts and reformation

B)

Transformation of our nation's economy from agriculture and
manufacturing to information and biogenetics

C)

Transitions in mainstreaming personal values, and

D)

Intensification of global competition and consequent redefinition of
excellence.

Highlights of some facts that reinforce the need for

leadership:

'*

There are over 50 million American families today in which not one
single member has ever earned a college degree.

'*

Most of the new jobs created in the next few year will require at least
some form of college-level academic and technical education
offered on the postsecondary level.

'*

Over 40 percent of our minority teenagers are out of school today.
Many are unemployed. A lower percentage of minority high school
graduates attend college today than in 1976.

'*

Nearly 30 percent of all the nation's 9th graders drop out of school
prior to graduation. That figure rises to 50 percent in schools in our
great cities.

*

To meet today's and tomorrow's demands for skilled intelligence
and bright, insightful citizens, we should double college-level
enrollments, greatly expand communi~ college technical offerings
and enrollments, and st~ the dreadfu brain drain that limits
personal opportunity an cuts short the contributions of the millions
we fail to educate. T. 8ell, Chance, November/December, 1988

MSA - Twelve Prophecies About Schools of the Future

*

As standards rise, schools will be expected to develop individual
education for all students

*

Teachers and other educators wil achieve greater status in society
as education is further recognized as basic to a strong economy, a
sound defense, and a viable corr.petitive position among the nations
of the world.

*

Teacher performance will be more closely supervised, and
evaluation systems will become more effective_
Schools will offer more courses, ixlucing advanced information and
skills.

*

Schools will provide, or serve as Stes, for the retraining and
education of an increasing number of adclts.

*

Business will provide schools witt; up-to-cate equipment and
assistance.

*

Teacher certification standards wil be lTIO'1itored to allow only
people with specific knowledge a"'1d skills to teach in schools.

*

The proportion of minority studer.rs in the schools will increase
dramatically.

*

Educators will work to convince ernploy~ that students from
urban/inner city schools can perbrm as well as other students.

*

Teachers will develop and schoo's will de:i1and better educational
software that will enhance or replace textbooks.

*

Schools will become even more involved politically in making
legislators and governors more knowledg3able about education.

*

Schools will seek alternative methods of fnancing which will
increase the challenge of providing equaJ educational opportunity.

IV.
Requires leadership, based on deep convictioo end clarity of purposes-
leadership that courageously chooses from a varielY- of likely options, a definite
course of action and concentrates all effort on specific ooals; that insists on
measuring progress toward those goals by present resJlts.
One could characterize this as strategic leadership_
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(A)

"Human history becomes more and more a race
between education and catastrophe." H. G. Wells

'It

We must transform American society into a nation of learners. We
must upgrade the quality of life and the civility of our people through
education

'It

The Mure belongs to the educated and it will not be ours if we do
not see a drastic change in the ability of the American people to
educate themselves

'It

As education goes, so goes the nation--cIearly an issue of national
defense.

(8)

"The bravest are surely those who have the clearest vision of
what Is before them, glory and danger alike, and yet
notwithstanding go out to meet it: Thucydides

3

The 13 years remaining in this century

4

School Opening - September, 1986

5

'It

Tremendous implications for education

'It

'We are all one system"

'It

Need to confront problems in comprehensive way

'It

K-13: When reading, scores go up in elementary school; the
colleges should cheer

Challenges for public education: Growing portion

(.

Challenges for public education: Decline of teachers and
quality of teaching

6

*

Implication for education-will impact on IMSA

*

Demographics

*

Single-family homes

*

Number and quality of teachers
The 80s in Education

7

Issues of Accountability:

,

*

Legalization

*

Finances

*

State mandates

*

Reduction in local control
Five Priorities Necessary to Achieve Excellence in Education

8

All impact on IMSA 

9

*

Minority recruitment and retention

*

Early recruitment/educational programs

*

Communication skill development

*

Outreach

*

Cognitive development

(6A)

'"The future enters into uS...long before it happens.· Ranier
Maris Rilke

Future is not an event; it does not come to us as a white or black horse--it
evolves little by little through all the conscious, and saely unconscious
decisions we make and actions we take.

10

All of our decisions are about the future;

*

Need point of interface, connection between past

*

Mechanism provided in strategic planning

and future

11

The discipline of strategic planning

12

Strategic Planning is a discipline and a process

13

(9A)

No organization can be all things to all people

... Nor should it be

,

Organizations must, however, be congruent--their culture must embody
and promote the values--both believed and practiced--of the members

14

(98) When an organization does not know where it is going, any
direction will do
Reminds me of Vermont farmer who meets man walking in woods, and
man was obviously lost; he had come to a crossroad, and he obviously
needed assistance-so he asked Vermont farmer, -Does it matter which
way I go from here?·, and the Vermont farmer replied, "Not to me it don'tl"
Well, it matters to us ...

15

(9C) History confounds; but the future greatly simplifies the present
Perhaps quote should say,
History confounds, but your vision of the future greatly simplifies the
present, because it enables you to focus present actions on future
directions--and that is precisely what strategic planning does.

16

What is strategiC planning? ...
Various definitions

(.,

17

What is strategic planning? An approach...

18

(11 A) The future Is all around us .. either shaping or being shaped
We very often act on the basis of our perceptions of what the future will
bee-as if it were already predetermined-we can, indeed, invent the
possible Mure

19

(11 B) Strategic planning Is successful to the degree that It surprises
and prevents surprises.
It surprises because it is capacity building--it can -motivate people to
greatness,· and facilitate the creation of visions not thought possible--but it
also prevents surprises because it focuses resources--both human and
material-and does not permit the organization to become deflected.
Strategic planning does not allow activity to obscure direction.

20

(11 C) The greatest privilege we can have is to invent our own future
Scary--but connict and fear and uncertainty are often clarifying

21

(11 D) Excellence is but strength compounded
Strategic planning enables organizations to focus and build on strength
Enables you to decided what the facilitators and inhibitors in the
organization are, and to focus on eliminating inhibitors and re-inforcing
facilitators

22

(11 E) Concentration of effort is the primary requisite of excellence
Concentration of effort-preCisely the rationale of strategic planning
The broader the focus, the less likelihood of

*

high quality;

*

real excellence can only be achieved within a context of a
specifically defined purpose; market niche.

23

Strategic Planning Focuses On: Inventing the future•••

24

StrategiC Planning: Discipline .. Process
Focus on discipline first.
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25

(13A) Support for any plan is directly proporUonate to involvement
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26

(13B) The best teams discover their highest common denominator

I

27

(13C) Common Interest, not special interests, is the only thing which
makes a community
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28

(130) "The best ideas are common property.- Seneca
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,

Statement of Beliefs.../We Believe ThaL .•
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30

(14A) A belief is neither fact nor observational, it cannot be proved
except in practice

*

Excellence is worth the cost

*

Reward must be commensurate with performance

31

(14B) A belief Is the ultimate "Why" behind every action
Because I believe it

32

(14C) Contrary to popular belief, there Is still a relationship between
words and meaning
What you call it becomes what it is ....

33

(140) Beliefs are universal and timeless, but have specific, local
meaning
And they discriminate and articulate publiclys values and convictions

34

Mission - Clear, concise ••.
Challenge and inspire--develop apprentice investigators
Focus the institution's attention

35

(15A) The mission is the bold, deliberate combination of vision and
commHment
It says dearly what we are about

Should be crystal clear to everyone in community
36
37

(15B) Policies (parameters) are the other side of the mission
Strategic POlicies vs. Operational Policies
Self imposed limitations, constraints the institution places on itself for good
reason

Things organization never do or always do
38

(16A) Optimism is directly proportionate to control
Parameters are developed by team, and community must live by them
Strategic policies position the organization in terms of its own mission

39

Internal Analysis: Strengths/Weaknesses/Organizational
Critique

,
40

*

Strengths - contribute to organization's ability to achieve mission

*

Weaknesses - Restrict realization of mission

*

Span of Control - Supervision, levels of responsibility

(17A) Crisis: the point at which something either gets much better or
much worse

II

I
I

Internal analysis helps organization proactively
Address potential points of crises
41

(178) "If there Is anything that we wish to change in the child, we
should first examine It and see whether it is not something that
could be better changed in ourselves.· Carl Jung
Causes you to look candidly at organization in an its dimensions

,

42

Check Points: Internal Analysis 1 • 6
Questions generate, reflect beliefs, missions and parameters

43

External Analysis (Circular Graph)
Can put IMSA in Center

44

Advantages/Disadvantages/VulnerabilHy (Competition, etc.
shown within a hand microscope)

45

(21 A) An objective Is the transformation of the mission Into results
Move from analysis to defining specific, measurable objectives

Ii

What the organization must achieve if it is to accomplish its mission

46

Objectives: Specific, Measurable End Results
Measurable in terms of time, money, quality, and (J.Jantity

47

48

Strategies· Tell how the organization will accomplish the
objectives•••
(23A) A strategy Is the mission In action
HOW you win DO
Bold commitments to deploy organization's resources toward stated
objectives

49

(238) A plan that does not produce immediate results is not a plan; it
is the beginning of failure

50

(23C) Ultimately, somebody must actually do something

51

Action Plans: Specific Actions to Implement•.•
Strategy is HOW you will DO
Objective - By 1990, all staff will participate in training
program
Strategy -

52

Develop training program
Action Plans 10 - 14

(24A) Action plans are the means of validating the strategies, and of
realizing them
Action Plans are tactics
Written from an operational point of view

(.,

53

(248) The undeniable consequence of choice is accountability
The relevance of advice is directly proportionate to the proximity of its
origin, times the locus of its accountability, squared

54

(24C) The strategic Is validated by the operational; the operational Is
given context by the strategiC
Planning is the most inconvenient of human enterprise; but we understand
what we are dOin~. and it is given meaning when we can place our actions
into the context 0 the institution's mission and its future

55

(25A) Budgeting is the last consideration of planning; planning is the
last conSideration of budgeting
Budget is the fiscal representation of the institutions educational plan
Cost benefit analysis with Action Plan

56

~

Education first...

57

(26)

"Never have we had so little time to do so much." Franklin D.
Rooseveft,1942

58

(27)

The greatest human tragedy is the loss of optimism. The
second greatest tragedy is the loss of courage.

Courageous process Mure

> based on optimism and capacity to invent the

Strategic planning is a capacity building process
59

(28)

"The wind and the waves are always on the side of the ablest
navigators.", Edward Gibbon

Leader is just someone who gets to the future long before anyone else
His/Her greatness is measured by the time of their arrival, and the number
of people who followed
60

(29)

"The beginning Is the most important part of the work." Plato

